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Introduction

After the Internet made it possible for users to connect with 
others around the world, the phenomenon of social networking 
was not far behind 

Early social media iterations like instant messaging, chat forums and 
Sixdegrees com,  allowing the creation of online profiles, started the 
trend  Today, social media has transformed into so much more than 
a means of staying in touch with friends and work acquaintances  
Facebook and Twitter have emerged as major networks with millions 
of active users around the globe and hefty influencers over everything 
from purchasing decisions to the news that friends point out to each 
other 

Vice Chairman Emeritus of AOL and majority owner of three 
sports teams, Ted Leonsis famously said, “We look at the Web as 
being our basic power plant, kind of like electricity, so the Web and 
communicating in this fashion is second nature to us now  … It’s Web, 
and then everything else  It’s social media first, and everything else ” 

As social media services have reached critical mass, businesses large 
and small have taken notice  Newspapers, too, have found distinctive 
benefits to making social media part of their overall development plans  

“Network to Success: Social Media Strategies for Newspapers” is 
intended to provide best practices for newspapers in a wide array of 
markets  While dozens of social media applications and platforms are 
out in the marketplace, the focus here is on Facebook and Twitter, which 
so far have been most effective for newspapers 

“Network to Success” is divided into three sections based on categories 
of usage for social media  The first section delves into ways newspapers 
can grow engagement on their Facebook pages, which can then result 
in higher traffic to their core products and a wider audience overall  
The second section gets into the moneymaking capabilities social 
media can have for newspapers, primarily using an agency model in 
order to build and manage social media sites for advertisers  Lastly, the 
guide discusses social media, particularly Twitter, as a newsgathering 
and reporting tool for newspapers in an increasingly competitive 
journalistic market 

“The news agencies that are taking advantage of social media are the 
news agencies that are starting to grow and will succeed in the future,” 
said Kim Wilson, a social media consultant for media outlets 

“We	look	at	the	Web	as	
being	our	basic	power	plant,	
kind	of	like	electricity,	so	the	
Web	and	communicating	
in	this	fashion	is	second	
nature	to	us	now 	…	It’s	Web,	
and	then	everything	else 	
It’s	social	media	first,	and	
everything	else ”	
	 —Ted Leonsis 
 Vice chairman emeriTus of aoL
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Social Media as a Traffic Generator

In the past, the power was in the letter to the 
editor  It’s where newspaper readers could 
express their concerns about specific articles, 

coverage as a whole or the direction of the overall 
product  Short of driving over to the publication’s 
office and trying to get a meeting, it was the 
single best line of communication between 
producer and consumer 

The age of social media, however, has brought 
a whole new and much more rapid interaction 
channel for newspapers  Facebook and Twitter, 
in particular, provide a means of engagement 
with audiences like never before  Users can take 
the news as a starting point for conversations 
with others also interested in that topic or share 
newspaper content with peers, very literally 
showing them the way to a newspaper’s website 
that’s to their liking 

“It’s an incredibly powerful way of driving readers 
to a media website,” Chad Graham, the Arizona 
Republic’s senior editor of mobile, search and 
social, said of Facebook  “The engagement is very, 
very strong ”

At one time, the only surefire way for consumers 
to get to a newspaper’s website besides typing 
the URL in the browser was to use Google or 
other search engines  But in a May 2011 report, 
the Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence 
in Journalism and The Nielsen Company found 
that social media is catching up as a means of 
bolstering hits to news sites  In 2010, all but one 
of the top sites for which there was referral data 
derived at least some of their audience through 
Facebook, and for several of the sites Facebook 
ranked as the second- or third-most-popular driver 
to their content 

It’s not unusual for Facebook to generate 250,000 
hits to the Arizona	Republic’s main site in a month  
A particularly good month might yield referrals 
double that, said Graham  Twitter, which he 
generally considers more useful for individual 
reporters as a wire service/newsgathering tool, 
is also growing as a traffic referral vehicle to the 

main website  It’s now the seventh or eighth most 
dominant source, with Facebook near the top with 
Google and Yahoo 

This section explores how to best use social 
media to take advantage of its sharing features  
Newspapers tend to have two goals when it comes 
to Facebook engagement: spurring social media 
fans to go to the newspaper’s main website and 
making the content on Facebook compelling 
enough that fans comment and participate  The 
section delves into when to post and what the 
posts should say to accomplish both feats 

Ways to market  
news product
In a highly competitive south 
Florida market, the Sun	Sentinel 
treats social media as an exciting 
and innovative way to market 
their news product and grow their 
following and loyalty to their stories 
and photos  Just as the newspaper 
has used radio, TV or print ads to 
generate interest, now it can use 
Facebook, said Chris Tiedje, social 
media coordinator for the Sun 
Sentinel Media Company 

“People have to find you to get your 
content online,” he said, as a baseline 

That’s why the goal with social media 
is always to drive traffic back to the 
newspaper’s own website, not simply 
to gain a lot of Facebook fans or 
Twitter followers, according to Tiedje 

“We want to create community with 
our Facebook page, but unless we can 
prove it’s resulting in more traffic for 
the website, it’s no good,” he added 

Facebook now accounts for 4 to 6 percent of the 
Sun	Sentinel’s online traffic  Though Tiedje said 

SECTION 1:

“We	want	to	create	
community	with	our	
Facebook	page,	but	unless	
we	can	prove	it’s	resulting	
in	more	traffic	for	the	
website,	it’s	no	good ”	
	 —Chris	Tiedje	
	 soCial	Media	CoordinaTor	
	 sun	senTinel	Media	CoMpany

http://www.naa.org
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that’s on the rise, the newspaper is formulating an 
ambitious plan to double that percentage quickly  

News outlets across the board are starting to see 
a surge in page views coming from their Facebook 
pages  Former TV news manager Kim Wilson, 
who blogs on digital media issues and started 
a social media consulting company for news 
agencies, estimates that the average media outlet 
has recently experienced a 300 percent increase 
in referrals to its main site from social media 
heavyweight Facebook  The goal for Wilson’s media 
clients is to get people excited on Facebook and 
then send them back to the primary news platform 
– whether that’s the 5 p m  news or a newspaper’s 
website 

One TV station in particular that Wilson consulted 
with was able to build a following of 150,000 
Facebook fans  Station managers felt that more 
than just being able to brag about “likes” to the 
page, their work with social media helped them 
gain more viewers during competitive time slots 

“They used it as a way to promote the core 
product,” she said  “It’s about realizing, when all is 
said and done, that it’s not just one more place to 
put out content  There has to be a plan ”

As Graham, of the Arizona	
Republic, sees it, the strategy is 
to be where the public is – and 
more and more, that’s social 
media  A strong Facebook page, 
especially, can expand the 
reach and readership base for a 
newspaper struggling to stand 
out, he added  It’s a matter 
of taking a medium where 
the public is going every day 
anyway and then having 
them start there before 
heading to your site  

Varied content,  
audience interaction
What are the factors that make a Facebook page 
compelling enough to attract and ultimately keep 
fans?

For the Arizona	Republic, whose main Facebook 
page boasted 33,000-plus likes as of August 2011, 
the trick has been variety in content and a par-
ticularly notable attention to interacting with the 
audience, not preaching to it 

1 The New York Times 1,509,772

2 The Wall Street Journal 338,424

3 The Washington Post 204,565

4 The Los Angeles Times 103,112

5 The Denver Post 78,457

6 USA Today 68,499

7 Chicago Tribune 37,066

8 Arizona Republic 33,205

9 The New York Post 27,625

10 St. Louis Post-Dispatch 18,641

11 Atlanta Journal-Constitution 18,086

12 San Jose Mercury News 16,948

13 New York Daily News 16,320

14 Newsday 15,967

15 Boston Globe 15,217

16 Austin American-Statesman 13,637

17 Houston Chronicle 11,430

18 Baltimore Sun 11,062

19 Sun Sentinel 10,480

20 Dallas Morning News 8,174

21 Seattle Times 7,572

22 Star Tribune 6,070

23 Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 5,332

24 San Francisco Chronicle 4,674

25 Philadelphia Inquirer 4,209

26 Cleveland Plain Dealer 2,180

Facebook “likes” as of Aug. 15, 2011 (these	are	for	newspapers’	main	Facebook	pages	only)

http://www.facebook.com/#!/nytimes
http://www.facebook.com/#!/wsj
http://www.facebook.com/#!/washingtonpost
http://www.facebook.com/#!/latimes
http://www.facebook.com/#!/denverpost
http://www.facebook.com/#!/usatoday
http://www.facebook.com/latimes?ref=ts#!/chicagotribune
http://www.facebook.com/latimes?ref=ts#!/azcentral
http://www.facebook.com/latimes?ref=ts#!/NewYorkPost
http://www.facebook.com/journalsentinel?ref=ts#!/STLPD
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/ajc.com
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/mercurynews
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/thenewyorkdailynews
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/LINews
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/globe
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/statesman
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/chroncom
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/baltimoresun
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/sunsentinel
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/dallasmorningnews
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/seattletimes
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/startribune
http://www.facebook.com/journalsentinel?ref=ts
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts
http://www.facebook.com/journalsentinel?ref=ts#!/phillyinquirer
http://www.facebook.com/sanfranciscochronicle?ref=ts#!/pages/The-Plain-Dealer/202744479096
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The Bivings Group, a Washington, D C -based 
Internet communication firm, ranked newspapers’ 
Facebook pages’ effectiveness in early 2011, 
identifying the top 10 based on a variety of 
quantitative and qualitative factors  The Arizona	
Republic ranked a mighty third, topping better-
known newspapers with larger print circulation 
such as The	Los	Angeles	Times and New	York	Times 

“Its average number of likes and comments on a 
post (as a function of its total number of Facebook 
fans) shows that the Arizona	Republic routinely 
engaged a larger number of its fan base,” Bivings 
analysts wrote  

Graham said that’s no accident  A longtime 
business reporter and early social media user, he 
has stressed in his two years at the helm of the 
Republic’s social media operations the need for 
engaging posts on Facebook  Merely including links 
to a few articles from the newspaper’s website 
won’t cut it  Instead, he wants editorial staff to 
use items like fill-in-the-blank statements tied to 
the news and polls asking directly for audience 
involvement, and to be responsive to users’ 
comments on their posts 

“Whenever we can, we answer people back in the 
comments section even if it’s as simple as saying 
‘Thanks for reading,’ ” Graham said  

The first test of whether the content is interesting 
is the number of fans and likes  From there, it’s 
important to gauge if people are talking – via 
Facebook comments and sharing – and if they’re 
vested enough to help write the news via tips and 
ideas, Graham said 

Deals, contests,  
emotional articles
More specifically, when it comes to what types of 
Facebook posts get noticed, Graham cites deals, 
which are highlighted under a customized tab on 
the Republic’s Facebook page and contests that 
users can enter to win  Articles that are posted 
perform best when they’re emotional in some way, 
whether tragic, funny or inspirational, so users can 
form a connection 

“That’s where you’ll get the highest number of 
responses,” Graham said  “For example, we had a 
story about an Arizona State University student 
who was pregnant and due to have her baby in a 

few weeks  She went into sudden labor and the 
baby was delivered by the side of the freeway  
People went crazy over that story 

“Joe Arturo, our local sheriff, is also a very talked-
about figure  People love to debate whether he’s 
effective, so we get great responses to stories 
about him,” Graham added  “I call these types of 
stories gut talkers  You just know them ”

The Sun	Sentinel’s Facebook page also uses some 
innovative ideas to generate interest  But Tiedje 
said he’s careful to stay above board, not bribing 
people to earn a prize by liking the newspaper’s 
Facebook page but simply trying to appeal to 
highly local interests 

For instance, at the height of the NBA season the 
Sun	Sentinel tried to ride the wave of the Miami 
Heat’s success with opportunities for users to 
write the captions for extra photos on Facebook  
Later, the paper worked with a vendor to develop a 
contest in which they created paper doll versions 
of Heat stars LeBron James, Dwayne Wade and 
Chris Bosh that readers could download, cut out 
and photograph themselves with on Facebook 

“We do some experimentation to create a buzz,” 
Tiedje said 

Reporting on controversial 
topics, posting questions
Referencing and in some cases riffing on 
controversial editorial topics also has been a recipe 
for success for the Sun	Sentinel’s social media 

Top ways to use Facebook to  
build traffic for your site
  Vary content on your Facebook page 
  Interact with the audience through news quizzes, polls 

and responses to comments 
  Use deals, contests and links to emotional articles on 

your news site 
  Reference articles on your site on controversial topics  
  Include questions to engage your Facebook fans 
  Study your community to decide when and how often to 

post, and how many Facebook pages to have 

http://www.naa.org
http://www.newspapermedia.com
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presence  Some material is posted to a separate 
editorial board Facebook page and some to the 
main newspaper Facebook page  Either way, it’s a 
means to “keep the conversation going,” said Tiedje 

“We had a story about a young rich guy who was 
accused of drag racing and killing two people  The 
sentencing just happened and the incident was 
a few years ago,” Tiedje said, adding that most 
people thought 
the offender, in 
his 30s, got a 
light punishment  
“There was an 
opinion piece 
written about 
it and we asked 
people if he had 
bought his way out 
of justice  We set 
our profanity filter 
to the highest level possible and got close to 30 
comments on the sentencing story on Facebook ”

Wilson, the consultant, suggests that newspapers 
pay attention to Facebook’s own research on which 
types of posts receive the most engagement for 
news organizations  

Posts that include questions, for one, usually 
receive two to three times the engagement, 
according to Facebook 

“Why? Because people want to give their opinion  
If you put out a post that directly asks for it, 
you’ll get so many more people to chime in and 

react,” Wilson said  “The same can be said with 
highly controversial topics and sports game 
updates  Everybody likes to be Monday morning 
quarterback ”

When, how often to post
There’s no single correct answer to when and how 
often to post to Facebook  Wilson recommends 

taking into account best practice 
statistics from those who study social 
media while also adapting to the 
publication’s specific audience and its 
habits on social media sites  

For instance, in the summer of 2010, 
National Public Radio decided to gain 
intelligence from its regular readers 
and listeners about preferences on 
times of day and frequency for social 
media  Out of the 1 million Facebook 

fans NPR had at the time, 40,000 took part in a 
survey  Some of what NPR learned:

  About 30 percent of the news agency’s 
Facebook fans are NPR org commenters 

  More than 70 percent of respondents said NPR 
publishes the right amount of posts daily – on 
average, eight to 10 

  Many users expressed interest in more stories 
about health, music, media, the Internet, 
politics, food and the economy 

  About 60 percent said they got most or all of 
their news online 

Engagement Boosters
According to Facebook research, these types of content elicit the most action for news sources:

Type of post Expected increase in engagement above average post

Touching, emotional stories 2-3 times

Provocative, passionate debates 2-3 times

Sports games with important wins 1 5-2 times

Simple, easy questions posed to the user 1 5 times

Pages	related	to	current	events	can	have	up	to	5	times		
the	engagement	of	the	average	page

The	average	media	outlet	has	recently	
experienced	a	300	percent	increase	in	
referrals	to	its	main	site	from	social	
media	heavyweight	Facebook 	
	 — KiM	Wilson	
	 soCial	Media	ConsulTanT	for	neWs	agenCies
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Median	age	of	users	who	like	articles	on	news	sites	=	34

Wilson suggested newspapers take part in this 
type of polling to get a better handle on how their 
audience uses social media  To start, she recom-
mends posting to Facebook every two to three 
hours but not staying too rigid with this baseline 

“Every news outlet is different  What NPR fans 
might like might be very different than what New	
York	Times [readers] prefer,” Wilson said  “Paying 
attention to your community is what it comes back 
to  You will have to find your own sweet spot ”

At the Arizona	Republic that sweet spot is about 
six Facebook posts per day, a lesson gleaned from 
considerable trial and error  On Twitter, users will 
put up with messages much more often – Tweets 
every half hour – but with Facebook it’s more 
critical not to overdo it, Graham said 

“We monitor that very closely, Facebook posts,” he 
said  “Nighttime and weekends are huge for us  On 
weekends we really work on dayparting, focusing 
posts on things to do locally ”

The Sun	Sentinel has found that its users are 
comfortable with Facebook posts and Tweets from 
the newspaper about once an hour  The biggest 
difference between the two social media vehicles 
has been the timing of posts that elicit the 
strongest reaction 

“General Web traffic goes up right around 11 a m  
for us and goes down at 2 p m  Twitter doesn’t 
seem to have a particular time when it’s best,” 
Tiedje said  “In general with Facebook, though, 
during the week, evenings is especially strong ”

How many Facebook 
accounts?
Another debate in the issue of social media 
strategy is the number of Facebook accounts  Is it 
ideal for a newspaper to focus on a single account, 

trying to build up the most sizable contingent 
of fans who run the gamut of interests? Or 
should a newspaper feature some specialized 
Facebook pages to tailor to niche audiences, 
perhaps risking spreading itself too thin?

This question, too, depends heavily on market  
Wilson noted that the closely watched Casey 
Anthony trial spurred several news agencies in 
the Orlando, Fla , area to start Casey Anthony 
Facebook pages and specific trial-coverage-
focused Twitter accounts  

“This was a very specific compartmentalization 
of a news story where there was humongous 
interest in the outcome and proceedings  They 
decided rather than pump up the news in their 
regular accounts and dominate the posts, to 
separate the coverage,” Wilson said  “It’s an 
interesting approach that you certainly can’t do 
for every story  But it’s something for everybody 
to take note of ”

Generally, Wilson advised against too many 
specialized pages because of potential problems 
with manpower and management  Keeping up 
with even one page requires a substantial time 
commitment, and having several might spread 
out the audience too much 

There are exceptions, though  Morning shows 
for TV stations have experienced success hosting 
their own Facebook pages apart from the 
broadcast network, as have well-established 
newspaper columnists and reporters, Wilson 
said  And splitting out individual communities 
into different Facebook pages can work for some 
newspapers 

“If you can find a way to engage everyone in one 
location and can put out better, more tailored 
content, it’s an asset,” she said 

— Dena Levitz

http://www.naa.org
http://www.newspapermedia.com
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SECTION 2:
Social Media as a Marketing 
and Monetization Engine

Facebook and Twitter have rapidly become 
two of the most effective tools for businesses 
to communicate with their customers  But 

few companies have the time, knowledge or 
manpower to set up and maintain an effective 
social media campaign  

That’s why newspapers are finding their 
experience using social media, combined 
with their expertise in advertising and their 
longstanding relationship with advertisers, is in 
increasing demand  

“Newspapers were one of the first industry groups 
to start using social media,” said Tracy Schmidt, 
lead trainer at 435 Digital, a new consulting 
division of Tribune Company  “That has given our 
industry at least three years of experience creating 
profiles, growing online communities and actually 
engaging with our followers  We know what 
works in social media because we’ve 
already succeeded at using it for our 
own brands ”

Like many newspaper companies, 
Tribune has discovered a market 
in teaching social media seminars  
Between March and June 2011, 
Schmidt has taught classes to more 
than 500 people nationwide  About 
half are business owners who want 
to create an online strategy for their 
company  And many of them are 
interested in hiring 435 Digital for 
help executing their social media strategies 

“Our attendees trust the Tribune to teach them 
about using social media effectively and safely,” 
Schmidt said  “We aren’t just social media 
consultants who know our way around Facebook  
We are experts from the Chicago Tribune, and that 
means a lot to both our advertisers and our readers 

This section will look at how newspapers are 
not only helping their clients set up social media 

campaigns but also taking control 
of them, consulting on social 
media best practices, and posting 
content on their clients’ behalf  
It discusses in more detail how 
newspapers are developing a strategy to increase 
their advertisers’ fans and followers, and how 
they are pricing their services  It will also look at 
a pilot program where Facebook is working with 
newspapers to sell and optimize Facebook ads  
But newspapers are still struggling to develop a 
measurable return on investment for social media   

Benefits of professional  
help with social media
When The National Hotrod Museum, in California, 
approached Enterprise Media in April 2010, it 
wanted to increase its number of Facebook fans, 

which hovered around 400  
Enterprise Media, the advertising 
arm of The Press-Enterprise in 
Riverside, Calif , created a blog 
with highly search engine 
optimized content around hotrod 
pictures and hotrod records  It 
also created a custom Facebook 
tab where people could sign up 
for a newsletter  Enterprise had 
monthly half-hour calls with 
the museum to discuss how the 
campaign was going  Building on 
the museum’s strong local brand, 

Enterprise increased the museum’s number of 
fans to 5,000 in just three months, enabling it to 
communicate with a much wider audience 

Business owners too often think they don’t need 
professional help setting up a profile because 
a younger relative or employee who is familiar 
with Facebook can do it for them at little or no 
extra cost, said Andrew McFadden, Enterprise 
Media’s manager of innovation and business 
development 

Andrew	McFadden	of	
Enterprise	Media	compared	
social	media	campaigns	
to	reality	TV 	Although	
the	action	appears	to	be	
spontaneous,	it	is	actually	
carefully	orchestrated 
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“Outsourcing	social	media	isn’t	
different	than	outsourcing	
your	PR	to	a	PR	firm	or	
advertising	placement	to	
an	ad	agency,	with	a	key	
understanding	that	you	
shouldn’t	lose	your	voice	or	
customer	service	approach ”	
	 —	Chadi	irani	
	 reTail	adverTising	direCTor	
	 The	palM	BeaCh	posT

“But a 23-year-old does not know how to get 
fans for a Facebook page,” McFadden said  “How 
to post so people follow you as a business is 
different than someone engaging with you as 
someone they know ”

McFadden compared social media campaigns 
to reality TV  Although the action appears 
to be spontaneous, it is actually carefully 
orchestrated  Facebook and Twitter accounts 
must be regularly updated  Posts must assume 
an authentic, often relaxed tone and include 
a mix of one-way messaging and two-way 
conversation  

“It sounds cynical,” McFadden said, “but it’s 
much more real that reality TV  It’s somewhere 
between an ad and giving people complete 
access to what’s going on ” 

Because social media takes up a few vital 
hours each week, if not each day, few small- to 
medium-sized businesses have the time to 
devote to creating content, let alone attempting 
to respond to messages  McFadden said 
business owners are faced with a simple choice: 
“Do you want to be running your business or do 
you want to be running your Facebook page?”

Newspapers alter their 
services to suit clients
It’s a question that’s being asked with greater 
frequency as more businesses see the value 
of social media  And in response, newspapers 
are altering their services to suit their clients  
Rather than the traditional approach of offering 
static online display banner ads and one-way 
email marketing, newspapers are adopting an 
agency model, actively creating content and 
communicating with customers on a client’s 
behalf 

At the Knoxville	News	Sentinel, Director of 
Online Advertising Renee Monhollon has one 
dedicated staff member who oversees social 
media campaigns, plus a handful of freelancers 
who develop content  One freelancer can handle 
about four accounts, and Monhollon currently 
has five freelancers engaged in campaigns for 
about 20 clients  At Enterprise Media, McFadden 
oversees a full-time staff of five, three of whom 
are dedicated to social media 

Enterprise Media offers two levels of support  A “Do 
It For Me” package starts at about $350 per month 
and includes a blog, a Facebook page and a Twitter 
account  McFadden’s team creates a content plan 
for each client, specifying how many blog articles 
will be published each month (up to two with this 
basic package)  The fee also includes Facebook and 
Twitter posts and a timetable for special events that 
might need to be highlighted 
as part of the campaign  
Each client is then free to 
supplement the scheduled 
content with its own posts  

A “Full Service” plan, about 
$800 a month, has been avail-
able since February 2011  It has 
much more active manage-
ment, including much blog 
and Facebook content creation 
content and a monthly call 
with the client to discuss 
insights into their Facebook 
and Twitter activity  Enterprise 
Media also helps to develop 
a strategy for increasing fans 
and followers and for achieving whichever return on 
investment suits their clients best 

Not for all advertisers
Social media doesn’t work for everyone  Enterprise 
Media ruled out offering support for legal firms 
because of the danger of publishing content that 
could be libelous  McFadden said realtors also have 
had a hard time making Facebook and Twitter work 
for them  

“They thought it was a lead generation system,” 
said McFadden  “But it wasn’t ” 

For other businesses, particularly those that need 
to update followers on changing schedules and 
special events, social media is perfect  

But Chadi Irani, The	Palm	Beach	Post’s retail 
advertising director, said most businesses that 
start a social media campaign don’t realize how 
much content needs to be created 

“Social media isn’t all about Facebook and Twitter, 
but it is about content,” Irani said  “Outsourcing 
social media isn’t different than outsourcing 
your PR to a PR firm or advertising placement 

http://www.naa.org
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Social Media Marketing Tips for Newspapers
1   Don’t expect a young relative or employee who knows Facebook to be able to set up your 

company’s professional profile  
2   Consider adopting an agency model, creating content and communicating with customers on a 

client’s behalf  
3   Update Facebook and Twitter accounts regularly 
4   Make sure your posts have an authentic, often relaxed tone 
5   Include a mix of one-way messaging and two-way conversation 
6   Offer different packages for your clients, with varying levels of social media support  
7   Make sure the business you work with assigns someone to monitor the social media 

conversation  
8   Schedule content ahead of time when possible 
9   Make sure your social media team and your client have strong communication  
10   Consider offering Facebook ads as part of your social media strategy 
11   Agree on a measurable return on investment with a client before an ad campaign  

to an ad agency, with a key understanding that 
you shouldn’t lose your voice or customer service 
approach  Every business should have someone 
assigned to monitor the conversation and, when 
it comes to direct interaction with followers, they 
should do it themselves ” 

Good communication  
with clients is vital
But for many companies, directly interacting with 
customers just isn’t possible because of time and 
staffing constraints  Newspapers are happy to step 
in and provide content as part of their package  But 
doing so carries risks  

There have had been occasions when Knoxville	
News	Sentinel’s Monhollon has had to remove 
a Facebook post or a tweet because a client 
complained the content was not representative of 
them  

Some of the risk of communicating on a client’s 
behalf can be minimized by scheduling content 
ahead of time  But she said it is often necessary to 
improvise posts based on real-time events  

“If there is a school shooting down the road we 
might tailor something that goes out to say, 
‘Thinking about people in this neighborhood at 

this time,’ ” Monhollon said  “Or if there is hail, we 
might say, ‘Get out of the hail and enjoy a day at 
the spa ’ ”

That is why good communication between a social 
media team and the client is vital, she added  It’s 
also why Monhollon asks clients to sign off on 
an expectation sheet, which emphasizes that 
social campaigns work best when clients remain 
engaged in the process  

“We do a really deep strategy session every month 
where we really get in the weeds with what they 
are doing with their business,” Monhollon said  
“We ask how they are already getting involved 
in the community and it can really help us 
understand their mindset and the personality of 
their business ” 

Facebook working with 
newspapers on ads
Knoxville News Sentinel offers an additional 
service  The newspaper is a test market for a 
pilot program in which Facebook works closely 
with newspapers to sell and optimize Facebook 
ads  Monhollon said that Facebook ads are 
very attractive to clients  Not only is the social 
networking site wildly popular, but it also collects 
detailed demographic data, including not just the 
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location, sex and age of its users, but 
also their hobbies, their affiliations and 
even their relationship status  

“The targeting you can do with 
Facebook is unmatched by anything 
else that’s out there,” Monhollon said  
“Every piece of information you put into 
Facebook can be a targetable piece of 
data ”

Anyone can set up a Facebook ad, just 
like a Facebook or Twitter account  But 
running a truly effective campaign 
requires knowledge, skill and time, 
Monhollon said  The News	Sentinel 
frequently changes ad copy, switches targeting 
and adjusts its clients’ bids  

“It’s a constant optimization process that, unless 
you understand the intricacies of the technology, 
it’s just not possible for a lot of advertisers to do 
correctly,” Monhollon said  “You really have to 
understand how systems work to do a good job of 
it ”

The News	Sentinel is able to constantly improve 
its ad strategy thanks to biweekly conference calls 
with a dedicated Facebook contact — one of the 
key features of Facebook’s pilot project  In addition 
to using real-life examples of the most effective 
Facebook ads, this Facebook liaison can also 
provide general advice about Facebook content 
that helps the newspaper when it is running 
Facebook campaigns  

The News	Sentinel only began offering Facebook 
ads in the fall  Ads are charged at a cost-per-
click basis, with a management fee on top of 
that  It works out to about a 40 percent margin, 
Monhollon said  

Though the program has been running for less 
than a year, Monhollon said its revenue has already 
caught up with the newspaper’s social media 
content management service, which began 18 
months earlier  

Reaching influencers  
and early adopters
Social media provides only a small percentage 
of advertising revenue, said Monhollon  But she 

believes it’s important for 
the newspaper industry 
to make inroads into the 
market  

“If we are not going to be 
the ones doing this, others 
will,” she said  “So really 
it’s more of a market play 
than trying to match other 
revenue lines ”

Social media is also a way 
to reach a key demographic: 
influencers and early 
adopters  435 Digital’s 

Schmidt said that if businesses want to reach a 
highly segmented group of people, monitor what 
they’re saying and interact with them in real 
time, then social media is a great platform  But 
if they want to broadcast a message to a large 
group of people, then traditional advertising — 
print, broadcast or online display ads — is still 
best  That’s why social media remains a small, 
if increasingly vital, component of a blended 
campaign  

Allen Klosowski, the Denver	Post’s director of 
social media, said that almost all of the Post’s 
advertisers are at least considering social media 
as part of their buy  Like Enterprise Media and the 
Knoxville	News	Sentinel, the Post builds a complete 
communication strategy for its social media 
clients  But Klosowski was also keen to emphasize 
that a post-campaign engagement plan was as 
important as the campaign itself  

“Otherwise, once they have gotten all these fans 
and followers,” said Klosowski, “what are they 
going to do then?”

Measuring return  
on investment
Perhaps one of the most difficult aspects of social 
media is developing a measurable return on 
investment  

“Is it bringing more people into the business?” 
Klosowski said  “Or is it more orders into the 
website? Or improving brand reputation? We work 
with our customers to answer these questions 
before every campaign we launch  ”

http://www.naa.org
http://www.newspapermedia.com
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Since goals vary for each business, Klosowski 
and his peers emphasize that determining and 
agreeing on a measurable ROI with a client before 
a campaign is crucial  

These are questions that continue to challenge 
Alan Segal, director of business development and 
intelligence for Cox Media Group  Segal recently 
created a new position at Cox, a social media 
monetization manager, who will be responsible for 
looking into this and other questions  

Although the title might be the first of its kind, the 
role will be similar to that played by people like 
Klosowski at the Denver	Post, Segal said  He is still 
trying to fill the post as the media group continues 
to rethink what roles and responsibilities the new 
position would entail  

“This person is not a salesperson,” said Segal  
“They are not going to have a number to hit on 
a monthly basis  Their goal should be to enable 
the sales force to do this  But they also need to 
be looking at what products we need to fill our 
portfolio with  Where are the gaps? What’s the ROI 
relative to the needs of our client?”

“Social contesting” for 
Facebook
Cox Media Group has a diverse portfolio of assets, 
including radio, television, newspapers and direct 
mail  Segal said Facebook had already proven very 
useful as part of what he described as “social 
contesting ” This is a method by which Cox-owned 
properties run a competition in which people have 
to “like” a particular brand on Facebook  

Segal said Facebook was important for businesses, 
not only to build brand awareness and increase 
their number of followers but also to learn more 
about the softer data points of their customer 
base, like how they feel about and relate to certain 
brands  This ability to tap into formerly hard to 
reach data, almost instantaneously is one of the 
great advantages of social media, according to 
Segal 	

He is more cautious about other forms of revenue 
generation  Sponsored tweets, in which advertisers 
pay for links from Cox Media Twitter accounts, are 
risky, he said, because they could turn followers off 

“Right now, I think the revenue you generate from 
it isn’t worth the value of the followers you have,” 
he said 

But Segal said there are plenty of opportunities out 
there — something he hopes his new social media 
monetization manager, once hired, will find out 

“It’s not going to be someone who shows up and 
the world is going to turn on its ear,” Segal said of 
his future employee  “My goal for this person will 
be a lot of experiments  

“When it comes to the internal sales conference, 
I want this person to get up in front of the crowd 
and say, ‘In the last nine months, we have done 
20 experiments  Don’t even try these 10  These 
seven things, there’s something there, but we’re 
not sure yet  But these three things worked great 
and we should talk about how to reproduce that 
across the board ’ If we can do that I would be 
very happy ” 

—	PauL Berger
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Social Media as a 
Newsgathering Tool

SECTION 3:

In the past five years, social media tools 
such as Twitter and Facebook have become 
important journalism tools  Reporters are now 

expected not only to create news but also to 
engage the public in an ongoing conversation 
about their work  Journalists were once tasked 
with producing a finished product for public 
consumption  Now the story is the journalism 
process along with the finished product  

This public engagement has helped reporters  
They can receive tips and develop sources online, 
receive instant feedback on their stories, and 
solicit suggestions for story ideas and new areas 
of coverage  Readers are engaged on a more 
personal level  Before social media, reporters 
were relatively anonymous, known only by their 
bylines  Now reporters must develop an online 
identity to attract readers  They are expected by 
both their editors and the public to be part of 
the civic dialogue  Reporters’ expanded role has 
made them more engaged with 
their communities and more 
accountable to readers  

But this engagement also has a 
downside  Thanks to Twitter, the 
news cycle has been shortened 
to 140-character statements shot 
across the world at lightning 
speed by sources both reputable 
and disreputable  Citizen report-
ers are now able to drive a story 
by releasing information without the benefit of an 
editor or journalistic training  After a number of 
high-profile false identity scandals, it has become 
increasingly difficult for reporters to know what 
information is credible  Discerning what informa-
tion is correct, who can be trusted online, and when 
to give credence to members of the online audience 
has made upholding traditional journalistic stan-
dards of accuracy much more difficult  

This section explores how reporters are using 
social media to do their jobs, engage with readers 

and expand their audience  It will also explore 
examples of times when social media spread 
information quickly, with both positive and 
negative consequences  These examples show the 
dangers of relying on social media for information 
without verification and the lengths to which 
traditional media must go to confirm information 
before reporting it  Without verification, reporters 
and their news organizations are at risk of losing 
credibility  

Building a social media 
base: How	media	outlets		
are	using	it	
The man who may be the best-known social media 
figure in journalism does not come from the 
newspaper world  Andy Carvin, senior strategist 
at NPR’s social media desk, has been involved in 

social media for years  At 
NPR, he has been working to 
engage readers, encouraging 
user-generated content, 
citizen journalism and social 
networking 

But his most noted 
accomplishment is acting 
as a conduit for information 
coming out of Tunisia  In late 
2010 Carvin noticed a surge 

of messages about an uprising  He began to try 
to confirm this information through traditional 
journalistic methods and gathered a large Twitter 
following throughout the Middle East and with 
members of the American media  He played a key 
role in disseminating information to followers in 
Egypt, Bahrain, Libya, Yemen, and Syria, making him 
a key player in the revolutions of the Arab Spring  

Carvin’s work, especially during the Arab Spring, 
provides a useful blueprint for the use of Twitter by 
media organizations  Carvin passes along hordes 

These	examples	show	the	dangers	
of	relying	on	social	media	for	
information	without	verification	
and	the	lengths	to	which	traditional	
media	must	go	to	confirm	
information	before	reporting	it 
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of information, making him an 
important player in the social 
media universe  But he does 
not report it as correct until 
he confirms it, making him an 
important figure in journalism  

Developing an 
online presence
Innovation is taking place at the 
local level as well  At the Denver	
Post and the Austin	American-
Statesman, digital strategists are 
working to use social media to engage reporters 
with readers, help them develop sources and 
formulate new story leads  

“It’s become such an integral and important part 
of what we do now,” said Daniel Petty, social media 
director at the Denver	Post  “There are a select 
few people who can get away with publishing 
something that immediately makes waves  For the 
rest of us, we need to do what we can to create 
community around people who are interested in 
doing what we do ”

Petty works with reporters to develop an online 
presence, including Twitter feeds and individual 
Facebook pages  Local Twitter feeds for public 
service agencies, law enforcement and local 
sports teams are streamed directly into Internet 
browsers so reporters are constantly aware of 
local information flow  He pushes – but does not 
require – reporters to tweet links to their finished 
stories and post these links on Facebook  Petty also 
encourages reporters to post or tweet information 
that does not make it into stories but that the 
public might find interesting  

Petty also wants reporters to use social media to 
engage with readers on interesting and fun topics 
not traditionally found in newspapers  

“We have people who are using social media here 
on all kinds of levels, and we want them to have 
fun with it,” he said  

For example, the Post’s entertainment writer 
John Wenzel has created a popular Twitter feed 
for interesting song titles he comes across in 
the course of reporting  Sports reporters have 
found success through sharing information 

about the athletes they cover  
By posting both news items and 
nontraditional information, Petty 
said overall, reporters at the paper 
have developed a following of 
42,000 users  

Developing such a large presence 
is one of the main challenges 
facing newspapers in the online 
world  Robert Quigley, social 
media editor at the Austin	
American-Statesman, does 
work very similar to Petty’s to 

help reporters grow followers  The 
Statesman’s reporters are especially active during 
events around the enormously popular South By 
Southwest music, movie and cultural festival  

The importance of social 
media during breaking news
Reporters also remain engaged with local political 
and business communities during the everyday 
news cycle  But the key to developing a large 
online presence, Quigley said, is to provide accurate 
information during breaking news events  

“During natural disaster events we see a big surge in 
Twitter followers,” Quigley said  “We did this during 
a recent tornado here in Austin  The key is to build 
the online audience when breaking news occurs and 
maintain the relationship when it dies down ”

Petty had a similar experience in Denver  

“Last September, wildfires destroyed 7,000 acres 
near Boulder  More than 160 homes were burned,” 
he said  “Twitter became this really important 
place to find information not just from official 
sources, but from news organizations and other 
citizens on the ground ”

Reporters tweeted news they had gathered, along 
with news from local law enforcement, other 
news outlets and disaster response teams, and 
individuals  Any unconfirmed information sent 
by citizens was labeled unconfirmed until Post	
reporters were able to confirm it  

“There was lots of different types of info flying 
around,” Petty said  “We passed on info we knew to 
be true, but it was difficult ”

http://www.naa.org
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Both Quigley and Petty said they were fortunate 
to live in areas with populations made up of 
consumers and producers of social media  
Places with older citizens who don’t use social 
media might have a harder time using Twitter 
and Facebook to build audiences, they said  

“Austin is a college town with a lot of tech-
savvy people,” said Quigley  “It makes things 
easier ”

The downside: Verifying	
information,	checking	sources
Yet both Petty and Quigley noted drawbacks 
to social media  It is often difficult to verify 
information, find the location of those producing 
user-generated content, and determine which 
online leads are the right ones to follow  

Twitter Tip Sheet
1.  Use breaking news as an opportunity to 

increase the newspaper and individual 
reporters’ Twitter presences. In the event 
of a major crime or weather event where 
interest is highest, use tweets to supplement 
coverage  Then after the big story, keep these 
followers engaged 

2.  During the daily news cycle, maintain and 
continue to grow an audience through active 
involvement on Facebook and Twitter. A 
modern audience demands more than just 
a byline; Regular postings let readers know 
that reporters are accessible  

3.  Treat Twitter as a back-and-forth 
communication channel with readers. 
Don’t just post stories that appear on the 
newspaper’s website  Ask readers a question 
about the topic or encourage them to 
message in article ideas so it’s an active 
process 

4.  Be creative and have fun with social media. 
Personality is important in social media  
Encourage reporters to step outside of 
their traditional role and engage with the 
community in creative ways  

5.  Treat unconfirmed information as 
unconfirmed until a reporter can verify. Same 
goes for sources. Make clear that at the 
beginning of a tweet or Facebook post that 
it contains unconfirmed information, then 
work to confirm it  Work to verify the identity 
of a source to determine whether the source 
can be trusted  Never rely on information 
from an anonymous social media source  

6.  Publicize reporters’ Twitter handles as often 
and in as many locations as possible. They 
should appear in reporters’ email signatures, 
near their bylines along with their standard 
contact information with articles  On the 
newspapers’ website combine a list of official 
Twitter accounts in one place so that they’re 
easy to locate 

7.  Don’t let the social media tail wag the 
journalistic dog. Only 13 percent of the 
United States is on Twitter  Noise from 
cyber space might not reflect reality but the 
perception of reality from a few users  It’s up 
to reporters to paint an accurate picture  As 
Jeff Sonderman said, Twitter is a great place 
to interact with people and get feedback, but 
it’s not “a stand-in for all public opinion ”

8.  Immediately recognize errors made on social 
media. If incorrect information is distributed 
through social media, acknowledge the 
mistake and remove the incorrect tweet or 
post  

9.  Realize social media limitations. The success 
of social media depends on how many people 
in a community use it  So the most successful 
locations for reporting using social media are 
the locations with the highest social media 
penetration 

10.  Remember the old school rules. The social 
media universe is constantly in flux and is 
difficult to trust  Reporters must remember 
that traditional rules of journalism apply to 
this universe, even if this universe does not 
conform to journalism rules 
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The Statesman has yet to have an incident where 
wrong information was tweeted, said Quigley  
But in the run-up to a recent local election in the 
Denver area, a local government reporter sent 
out incorrect information  Petty said it was a 
minor mistake and did not affect the outcomes 
of the election  Even so, the newspaper issued a 
correction and deleted the original message  

“We deleted the tweet that was wrong because 
we didn’t want people continuing to read and re-
tweet an incorrect tweet,” Petty said  “It was very 
difficult to do in a breaking news situation ”  

News as a process  
not a product
Situations like the one Petty experienced represent 
the evolution of news from a final product to a 
process, said Jan Schaffer, executive director of 
J:Lab, the Institute for Interactive Journalism  

“You have a way of reporting news as it unravels 
over time,” Schaffer said  “You don’t wait until you 
have a fully baked story  
The first iteration is not 
correct  You have to rely 
on the next generation to 
correct what’s wrong  

“It’s not a perfect world 
right now,” she added, but 
“[t]he benefits of using 
social media outweigh 
the risks  You reach people 
with updates faster, you 
can market and advance 
special editions faster  
You can be closer to the street when you have a 
breaking news story ”

The rules for how and when to trust Twitter must 
be flexible, said Jeff Sonderman, a digital media 
fellow at The Poynter Institute  The ever-evolving 
nature of social media demands that rules 
governing its use be able to evolve 

“There’s a danger of being too careful, so you 
should not try to write one blanket rule,” 
Sonderman said   “You have to judge the weight of 
claim, potential damage to people and credibility, 
and exposure to liability  If it’s a big risk, there is a 
much higher bar to clear ”

Over-reliance on Twitter is unwise, Sonderman said  
A recent Pew study found that only 13 percent of 
American adults are on Twitter  There is no reliable 
estimate of the number of Twitter users globally  
Relying solely on Twitter when reporting stories is 
no substitute for a reporter on the ground  

“The people who are on Twitter are not 
representative of the entire population or audience 
in any given place,” Sonderman said  “It’s a great 
place to interact with people and get feedback 
and share news, but you do have to guard against 
coming to see it as a stand-in for all public 
opinion ”

Two Twitter case studies
One recent event shows how effective Twitter 
and other social media can be in spreading news  
Another illustrates the pitfalls of using it and the 
damage false reports can cause  

News of Osama bin Laden’s May 2, 2011 death was 
first tweeted by Keith Urbahn, who worked as an 
aide to former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld  

At the same time, Sohaib 
Athar, a software engineer 
in Pakistan, tweeted about 
the raid as it happened, not 
knowing the full scope of 
what was occurring 

After Urbahn’s tweet, several 
mainstream media outlets 
received confirmation from 
administration officials that 
bin Laden was killed, and 
stories began to be published 
that evening  President Barack 

Obama confirmed details of the killing in a speech 
to the nation  

Urbahn’s tweet proved reliable for the simple 
reason that he was correct: bin Laden was dead  
The only way to confirm the death was through 
the Obama administration, as it was impossible for 
news organizations to quickly dispatch reporters to 
the small town where bin Laden was killed  There-
fore, the president validated Urbahn and his tweet 
that night, launching Urbahn to social media fame  

But in another instance early tweets proved false, 
damaging reputations and causing unnecessary 
pain  

“[Twitter	is]	a	great	place	to	interact	with	
people	and	get	feedback	and	share	news,	
but	you	do	have	to	guard	against	coming	
to	see	it	as	a	stand-in	for	all	public	
opinion ”	
	 	—	jeff	sonderMan	
	 digiTal	Media	felloW,	The	poynTer	insTiTuTe
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On Jan  8, 2011, at a rally in Tucson, Ariz , Rep  
Gabrielle Giffords of Arizona was shot in the head  
Soon after the shooting, NPR tweeted that Giffords 
was dead, basing its report on a law enforcement 
source and a source on Giffords’ staff  Soon after 
the NPR report and tweet, numerous other outlets 
began reporting the congresswoman was dead 

However, it soon became clear that Giffords was 
not dead, but rather seriously injured  NPR had 
to retract its story, as did other outlets  But the 
damage was done  

“In a situation so chaotic and changing so swiftly, 
we should have been more cautious,” Dick Meyer, 
executive director of NPR News, said in an apology 
note  “Already all of us at NPR News have been 
reminded of the challenges and professional 
responsibilities of reporting on fast-breaking 
news at a time and in an environment where 
information and misinformation move at light 
speed ” 

Moving forward, but holding 
onto old-school ethics
The death of Osama bin Laden shows how Twitter 
can serve a positive role, spreading information 
quickly and prompting traditional news 
organizations to confirm facts with people who 

have direct knowledge of an incident  The Giffords 
shooting shows the danger of reporting without 
verifying, the speed at which misinformation can 
be spread, and the damage this misinformation 
can do to a news organization  

These situations illustrate the challenges faced by 
newspapers trying to create rules around use of 
social media, said Poynter’s Sonderman  

“You can look at Twitter as similar to a tip line  
It gives you something that you want to follow 
up on,” he said  “But then you have to verify and 
report ”

J:Lab’s Schaffer said the social media aspect of 
reporting makes new rules necessary  But she 
emphasized that traditional journalism ethics 
always apply 

“The rules are a work in progress,” Schaffer said  “ 
…Like any good editor, you have a gut check 
moment  If you do that and mistakes are made, 
your readers understand 

“Information is not always journalism,” Schaffer 
added  “Journalism has a higher benchmark on 
validation, balance, and objectivity and all the 
things we pay lip service to ”

—	DaviD Francis
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